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Introduction

Most process analyzer specialists agree that sample conditioning is
a key element in obtaining reliable analysis with process analyzers.

However, construction methods for sample conditioning systems
have changed very little if any during the past 30 years.

Current methods for constructing process analyzer sample
conditioning systems are labor intensive.

Components are mounted to a surface then interconnected with
tubing and fittings

Sample conditioning systems are currently comprised of
components that have evolved from industries other than process
analyzers such as pneumatic or hydraulic service.



Typical analyzer sample conditioning systems have large internal
volumes and dead volumes that are difficult to purge.

The problems are amplified when pipe fittings are used.

-  Void present

-  Increased internal volume

-  Dead volume

-  Decreased sample system performance



An increasing demand for accurate and rapid automated analysis of
process streams has occurred.

Analyzers (manufactured by a single company) advanced more
rapidly than sample conditioning technologies.

Numerous sample conditioning components from different
component manufacturers are integrated by different panel shops
in typical process analyzer sample conditioning systems.

Sample system integrators have improved assembly techniques but
they are limited by component designs that are available.

Sample system component manufacturers have little incentive for
R&D.

Few significant changes in sample system design & construction
methods have occurred.



Time for improvement

Our company set out to improve sample conditioning systems by
addressing several areas. Some of which are:

-  Size of sample systems and components – Use less Real Estate

-  Construction labor requirements

-  Response time - Performance

-  Ease of maintenance

A modular approach improves each area.



Modular fluid systems have been used in pneumatic & hydraulic
applications for many years but are not suited for sample
conditioning due to their excessive internal volume, dead or
unpurged volume, or unsatisfactory materials of construction.

Electronic chip manufacturers use modular system construction
techniques but these systems are designed for clean, pure gas
delivery systems and are not suited for process analyzer sample
conditioning with filtering, bypass, air actuation, and vent needs.

Our company seeks a modular fluid system designed specifically
for process stream sample conditioning.



General description of a Modular Sample System (MSS)

Base modules are mounted adjacent to each other - each having
multiple internal fluid passages.

Sample conditioning components also having fluid passages are
mounted to the base modules.



Base modules and component passages provide intercomponent
fluid communication.

Passages in each component terminate on its mounting surface in a
predetermined footprint.

Corresponding passages on the component mounting surface of
base modules have the same footprint as the component.

Base module adjacent passages have fixed footprint.

This system eliminates the need for tubing and fittings between
components.

Minimize down time with quick easy replacement

This system has a low internal volume that enhances system
performance and reduces the calibration gas volume required.

The junctions between multiple mating passages are sealed with a
single inexpensive Teflon sheet that provides a seal even when
temperature is cycled from ambient to an excess of 350oF.



Safety and Sample integrity
A primary and secondary seal surround all passage junctions.



The area between the primary and secondary seals is vented to a
dedicated vent passage that runs throughout the entire sample
system.



This “Dual Seal and Captive Vent” (DSCV) approach prevents
sample fluids from leaking to an adjacent fluid passage or to the
atmosphere in the event of a seal failure.

For special applications the captive vent system can be placed under
vacuum, pressurized with an inert gas, or connected to a smart
alarm sensor that detects the presence of leak by pressure or flow.



This system is not Double Block and Bleed (that requires valve
actuation) but similar in that it prevents cross contamination and
leaks to outside world.

Conditioning components are mounted to base modules and are
fastened by screws that are easily accessible.

Mounting screws provide the required contact pressure between
the seal and component/base module surfaces.



Base modules are mounted on a rail that holds them together and
maintains the required alignment between adjacent base module
passages.

The first and last base modules (termination modules) provide the
means for applying sufficient contact pressure to seals between
adjacent modules.

Termination modules are locked to mounting rail.

Sealing force applied by the bolt and flat spring member for
constant seal contact pressure

End ModuleRail RailBase Module



Mounting rail mounted to a surface with components horizontally
positioned.



Conditioning components designed for this system may also
incorporate DSCV in all areas susceptible to atmospheric leaks.

The area between the dual valve stem seals is in fluid
communication with the captive vent passage of base module.



Some applications may not require DSCV but may still be
mounted to standard uniform base modules that have the
provisions for DSCV.

Standard base modules can accommodate components with and
without DSCV.



 

5 passages within each standard base module

2 auxiliary passages for
- inert purge gas
- pneumatic actuation of valves
- fluids for heating and cooling
- Cal gas

1 sample passage – conditioned sample fluid to analyzer
1 bypass passage – to improve transport time and remove

unwanted solids or liquids
1 vent passage – to capture fluid leaks in the event of a seal failure
anywhere in the system and then route them external.



Fluid connections to MSS

Each system passage could be in fluid communication to external
areas.

Inlet/outlet (I/O) base modules will facilitate fluid lines
communicating with externally mounted components, such as large
pumps.

A tubing fitting has been designed which provides a DSCV
approach protecting against atmospheric leaks where external fluid
lines connect to the modular system.



Passage Termination Footprint

In order to prevent problems common to most emerging
technologies, the component passage termination footprint
should be standardized.

Standardization will encourage component manufacturers to
supply components for modular systems.

Standardization will allow end users to acquire base module
systems from any source and maintain compatibility with
conditioning components supplied by various manufacturers.



The Semiconductor Electronic Manufacturers Institute (SEMI) has
developed a standard for certain aspects of component mounting
for their gas delivery systems.

The SEMI footprint should not be adopted for process analyzer
sample conditioning because:

-  It was designed for clean gas delivery systems
-  It will not easily accommodate filtering, bypasses, actuation
   supplies, and vent systems because of its single passage.
-  Not all sample components needed for process analyzers are
   available

It is time to wipe the slate clean and use designs specific to
analyzer sample conditioning systems.

We should not adapt pneumatic, hydraulic, or electronic industry
components and interconnecting hardware.



The Footprint defines the position for termination of each passage
at bottom surface of components, the diameter of passages, the
mounting hole location, and the minimum external dimension of
the component bottom surface.

The components may employ as many of the standard passages as
required by their manufacturer.

The Footprint simply defines the location and diameter of the
passages utilized.

A smooth flat surface is recommended for component mounting
surfaces

-  Prevents the need to select a specific sealing method which
   could limit end user choice of base module suppliers
-  Base module suppliers have a large number of options in
   sealing to a smooth component mounting surface



Constructing a Modular System

Common Sample System Flow Diagram

It is constructed by sliding appropriate base modules onto a
mounting rail.

The components may be mounted to base modules before or after
they are assembled on rail.

It is ready for attachment to surface and connection of inlet/outlet
fluid lines



Alternate Modular System

Some sample system segments are common to many applications
and could utilize a single base module for mounting all
conditioning components.

This configuration eliminates the need for multiple base modules
and a mounting rail.





Conclusion

A modular approach to constructing sample systems with multiple
passages for process analyzer sample conditioning improves
several areas:

- Only a fraction of space or real estate required

-  Low internal volume

- Easily purged fluid passages

- Enhanced performance

- Components can be rapidly and easily removed for repair or
    replacement reducing analyzer downtime

- Greater degree of safety by reducing possibility of toxic or
flammable leaks to the atmosphere with Dual Seal and

     Captive Vent


